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THE  LOOK

“It’s all about looking natural, and by my reckoning, Ms. Bejo 

deserves an Oscar for this! The balance of her slightly longish face 

is flattered by the beautiful “sweep” of her cheek, extending all 

the way through her temple area, with smooth, natural convexity 

all the way. Those wishing to improve their “sweep” can have 

this done, quickly, naturally, and painlesslywith a variety of skin 

fillers. Costs range from about $1,500-$3,000, depending on the 

amount of filler required, and results last for about a year. 

Bérénice also has a very smooth brow, no frown lines, and 

relative smoothness around her eyes. Softening, and even 

prevention of these expression lines is achieved with injections 

of Botox every four months to weaken, but not totally paralyze, 

the muscles that cause them. The approximate cost for all three 

areas to be treated is $800-$1000.”

DR. SHELDON V. POLLACK, MD, FRCPC, Toronto Cosmetic 

Skin Surgery Centre, Toronto, ON, www.derma-surgery.ca

“Bérénice has a beautiful natural smile.  I venture to guess she 

has not had porcelain veneers or whitening to any significant 

degree, because her canines are slightly more yellow than 

her front teeth (which is naturally the way teeth are).  Someone 

wanting a similarly beautiful smile could look to Invisalign to 

straighten or align their teeth (cost: $5,000-6,000), followed 

by porcelain veneers to create a very natural look, unlike the 

typical  “Hollywood white”  smile (cost $800-1,400 per tooth). 

DR. BRIAN S. FRIEDMAN, DDS, Dr. Brian S. Friedman Dentistry, 

Toronto, ON, www.drbrianfriedman.ca.

“She has excellent cheek architecture and cheek volume, which 

can be achieved or maintained with injectable dermal fillers (cost:  

starts at $600).  Minimal sagging around the eyes and prevention 

of lines and wrinkles can be facilitated by a bit of Botox (cost starts 

at $300).  The trick is not to overdo it and keep it natural.”

DR. DIANE C. WONG, MD, Glow Medi Spa, Toronto, ON, 
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Bérénice Bejo was catapulted into the spotlight for her role as the young star Peppy Miller in 
the Oscar winning film The Artist. We couldn’t believe it when we found out this fresh-faced 
French actress was 35 years-old. We’ve asked the experts for tips on how you can achieve 
her tight, wrinkle free skin and beautiful cheek bones!
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